
Catawba Valley Quilters’ Guild “Stars Over The Valley” Show Entry Form

Quilt Maker # ______________Quilt Catagory _________________    Quilt Entry Form (due 9/1/22)

Quilt Maker’s Name___________________________________________________ Date __________________________ 

Cell  ____________________________________ Name of Entry _____________________________________________

Size in Inches _____________Width __________Height ____________Perimeter ________________________________ 

Year quilt was completed ___________ Priority _______ of 3 (if more than 1 entered/catagory)

Name of Pattern Source (i.e. book, class, block of the month, kit, original design _________________________________

Brief description of the quilt for the show booklet (<25 words) _______________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please attach a photo of this quilt entry.

Check all of the following that apply to your quilt:
(  ) Piecing (  ) Hand Embroidery          (  ) Other ___________________________________ 

(  ) Hand Applique (  ) Machine Embroidery          (  ) Machine Quilted (self) not by Movable Sew Head

(  ) Machine Applique  (  ) Hand Quilted          (  ) Machine Quilted (self) by Movable Sew Head

(  ) Machine quilting by Professional, Name of Quilter ______________________________________________________

Categories: (Check One)

 R 100 LARGE QUILT SINGLE MAKER (perimeter at least 320”)

 R 200 MEDIUM/LARGE QUILT SINGLE MAKER (perimeter at 
least 200” but less than 320”)

 R 300 MEDIUM QUILT SINGLE MAKER (perimeter at least 144“ 
but less than 200”)

 R 400 SMALL QUILT SINGLE MAKER (perimeter less than 144”)

 R  600 LARGE PIECED QUILT DUET (perimeter at least 320”)

 R 650 LARGE APPLIQUE and/or MIXED TECHNIQUES (DUET 
(perimeter at least  320”)

 R 700 MEDIUM/LARGE PIECED QUILT DUET (perimeter at least 
200” but less than 320”)

 R 750 MEDIUM/LARGE APPLIQUE and/or MIXED TECHNIQUES 
DUET (perim at least 200” but less than 320”)

 R 800 MEDIUM PIECED DUET (perimeter at least 144” but less 
than 200”)

 R 850 MEDIUM APPLIQUE and/or MIXED TECHNIQUES DUET 
(perimeter at least 144” but less than 200”)

 R 900 SMALL PIECED DUET (perimeter less than 144”)

 R 950 SMALL APPLIQUE and/or MIXED TECHNIQUES DUET 
(perimeter less than 144”)

 R 1000 MODERN QUILT (any size)

 R 2000 ART/INNOVATIVE (any size) Original design (could be 
photo based, such as pets, portraits, and landscapes) reflects 
innovative construction and design techniques, theme, 
subject matter and/or materials – no commercial pattern in 
this category.

 R 3000 WEARABLES/HOME DÉCOR/3-D (any size)

 R 4000 GROUP/KIT (any size) 

 R 5000 NOVICE QUILTER (any size) CVQG member who began 
quilting since the last show (Oct 2018), or under the age of 18 
and began quilting with the assistance of a CVQG member.

 R 6000 EXHIBIT ONLY (not judged)

I understand that Catawba Valley Quilters’ Guild will take every precaution to protect my quilt but cannot be responsible 
for any loss or damage. I realize CVQG cannot be held responsible for acts of nature or other acts beyond their control. 
Further, I understand that it is my responsibility to personally insure my quilt if I wish it to be covered during the time it is 
not in my possession.

Signature __________________________________________________ Date ___________________________________

Filled in by Judging



Important Notes:     Draft Rev 11/15/21

1. Quilts entered must have been completed since the October 2018 CVQG show. Our Quilts of the Valley show exhibits 
the work of guild members, and members must have joined prior to the Pre-Registration date, Sept 1, 2022.

2. Pre-Registration will be required to enter a quilt. Forms must be completed for each quilt entered and turned in either 
by email, mail, or in person, and must have an attached photo of the actual quilt. Incomplete forms will result in a quilt 
not being accepted.

3. Additions and changes to the various categories are based upon committee decisions in order to reflect changes 
within the guild and to balance the sizes of the categories. All decisions are made in an attempt to keep things as fair 
as possible for participants. None are made without research and careful thought and discussion on the part of the 
committee.

4. There is space to hang approximately 250 to 300 quilts, depending on sizes. The number of quilts entered is not 
restricted: however, if more than 3 quilts are submitted for judging/exhibition in a single category, each must be 
prioritized. The Judging Committee reserves the right to limit the number of entries in order to give all show participants 
opportunity to have their work displayed.

5. Every attempt will be made to have your quilt in the correct category, but if a change is required the committee 
reserves the right to move the quilt to another appropriate category.

6. Judging criteria will include visual impact, design, workmanship, techniques, color, and general appearance. Each Judge 
seeks to judge each quilt on the basis of the degree to which the quilter has perfected his/her technique(s). 

7. If your quilt is two-sided, Judges will look at the side which does not have the label unless you indicate otherwise on 
your entry form.

8. At the discretion of the Judges, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place ribbons may be awarded for each Category.

9. Approximately 15 Honorable Mention ribbons will be available for the Judges to award across Categories at their 
discretion.

10. Each quilt entered must have a label stating names the quilter/quilters and the name of the quilt. The labels should 
also be covered with opaque fabric either loosely basted or safety pinned to the quilt. Sleeves are not required.

TERMS:

SINGLE MAKER means the Guild member created the top, cut, sewed, attached the binding, and quilted the quilt. If 
another person did any of these, the quilt belongs in another category (duet or group). Quilts that have been sewn by one 
person and quilted by another belong in another category (duet, group, etc.)

DUET means that 2 people (one of whom must be a CVQG member) created the quilt. A CVQG member must have made 
the top but then it could been quilted by a nonmember.

GROUP/KIT: Making the quilt involved more than two people but a CVQG member must have participated in creating the 
top. Round-robin, kits, bees, and/or block of the month are group quilts if the manufacturer or store chose the combinations 
of fabrics to be used. If blocks were purchased, won, received as a gift and incorporated into your quilt, then it is considered 
that an unknown number of people aided in the creation of the quilt and should be entered into the group category.

Perimeter is found by measuring all sides and adding measures for a total.

Pieced could be traditional piecing or foundation paper piecing.

Applique can be needle turned or machine appliqued including raw edge with any stitch.

Art/Innovative original design (could be photo based, such as pets, portraits, and landscapes) reflects innovative 
construction and design techniques, theme, subject matter and/or materials – no commercial pattern in this category

Collage quilt might fit into more than one category. It is an appliqued quilt, but if it was created from an original design, 
it could be considered Art/Innovative. If it was created from a trademarked design (such as Laura Heine) then it would be 
included with categories 100-950 depending on maker and size.

Mixed techniques could be hand or machine embroidery, embellishments, cathedral window, yo-yos, crazy quilts, or 
English paper piecing.

Professional would be a person who sells/accepts payment for work OR has done so in the past. 


